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Adiabatic theorem and Gell-Mann-Low formula

By G. Nenciu1) and G. Rasche

Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich

(4.X.1988, revised 1 .XII. 1988)

Abstract. Using the adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics we give a non-perturbative proof
of the Gell-Mann-Low formulae. Also a very general form of the adiabatic theorem is proven.

I. Introduction

The present note has a pronounced pedagogical character and has two aims.
The first one is to give a non-perturbative proof of the Gell-Mann-Low

(G-L) formulae [1] relating the adiabatic limit of the evolution in the interaction
picture to quantities appearing in the time independent theory like the energy
shift and the eigenvector of the total hamiltonian. Although the content of the
G-L formulae is clearly non-perturbative, the existing proofs are (to our best
knowledge) in the framework of perturbation theory (to obtain a real proof one
has e.g. to combine the arguments in [2] with the rigourous perturbative results in
[3]) and only for the G-L switching function e~m. On the other hand it is almost
evident that the G-L formulae should be related to the adiabatic theorem of
quantum mechanics. The difficulty is that while the adiabatic theorem holds for
the Schrödinger picture evolution operator U, the G-L formulae deal with the
interaction picture evolution operator U{. The latter contains an explicit time
dependence in the hamiltonian even in the adiabatic limit. We will show that this
difficulty is not a serious one and that one can obtain G-L-type formulae for
general switching functions by just applying an appropriate formulation of the
adiabatic theorem. Moreover we will express also Berry's phase [4,5] in terms of
U,.

The second aim of this note is to give a general formulation of the adiabatic
theorem. In the last decade this has proven to be the main technical tool in a lot
of interesting phenomena, e.g. the Quantum Hall Effect [6] and spontaneous pair
production in strong fields [7] and general and rigorous proofs of the adiabatic

') Permanent address: Central Institute of Physics, Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering,
P.O. Box MG-6, Bucharest, Romania
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theorem appeared. For its history and physical content we refer to [8,6,9] and
references therein. Here we will reformulate the results of [10] in the spirit of [6].
This formulation provides the factorisation of the secular divergences [11,12] for
the general degenerate case and to higher orders in the slowness parameter e. For
the adiabatic switching formalism e has no physical meaning and the higher order
corrections are mainly of academic interest. In quantum optics and quantum
electronics on the other hand e has a physical meaning coming from the
interaction of matter with classical electromagnetic fields in the low frequency
limit. We hope to come back to these problems in future work.

In the remainder of this introductory section we shall fix some notations and
technical assumptions. In section II we will formulate the adiabatic theorem and

perform the factorisation of the adiabatic evolution. For those interested only in
the G-L formulae we collect at the end of Section II the result in the particular
form needed in Section III. This particular case of the adiabatic theorem (with a

semirigorous proof and almost identical notations) is contained already in [8].
Section III contains the proof of the G-L formulae. The appendix contains the
proof of the adiabatic theorem.

We will consider hamiltonians of the form

H(et) H+f(st)V (1.1)
o

where H is self-adjoint and bounded from below; V is self-adjoint and bounded
with respect to H:

\\Vip\\^a\\Hip\\ + b\\ip\\, a<\, ye 2(H) (1.2)

and f(s) is a switching function.
We will very often abbreviate s et.

We assume that f(s) is defined on (—°°, +°°) and has the following
properties:

0</(i)<l
/(0) 1 (1.3)

37f(s) -/(m)(s) e L\U), m 0, 1, m0 < °°.

Actually only the last property of (1.3) will be needed to prove the adiabatic
theorem. For the G-L switching function e-N we have m0 1 since the first
derivative is discontinuous at * 0. However, e_|î| can be obtained as a limit of
switching functions with m0 2 and with Jî™ |/(2)(s)l ds uniformly bounded, so

actually all the results for the switching functions with m0 2 apply to e~|s| as

well.
As a consequence of (1.2) H(s) H +f(s)V is self-adjoint on the domain of

H [13,14]. Moreover (H(s) + i)_1 is m0 times norm differentiable. For example

ds(H(s) + i)-1 =f^(s)(H(s) + i)~lV(H(s) + i)-1 (1.4)

Many Schrödinger-type equations will appear in the following, especially in the
proof of the adiabatic theorem, and since the corresponding hamiltonians depend
on time some care is needed to assure the existence and uniqueness of the
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solutions. Due to the norm differentiability of (H(s) + i)"1 and to some technical
results in [15, see Chapter IV Theorem 2.4] the existence and uniqueness of the
unitary evolutions is assured by the standard results [16,14,17].

The basic objects we consider are the evolution operator U(t, t0; s) in the
Schrödinger picture given by

i3,U(t,t0-,E) H(et)U(t,t0;e), U(t0, t0; e) 1 (1.5)

and the evolution operator Ui(t, t0; e) in the interaction picture given by

id,U1(t,t0;e)=f(et)ei"'Ve-i"'U,(t,tQ;e); U(t0, t(); e) 1 (1.6)

They are related by

U,(t, f0; e) eif"U(t, ta; e)e-"'" (1.7)

It is well known that due to (1.3)

lim U,(t,t0; e)ip l/,(°°, - °o; e)ip (1.8)
,—»CO

exists for all ip e 3)(H). If V is bounded, the limit in (1.8) is a norm limit.
Besides (1.2) and (1.3) the main assumption concerning H(s) is that its

spectrum consists for all 5 of n disconnected pieces o°(s), (j 1, 2, n <°°) so
that

d mm inf dist(<x°(s), o°k(s)) > 0 (1.9)

We will choose the numbering such that o"(s) is bounded for /' < n — 1. Pqj(s) are
the spectral projections of H(s) corresponding to o°(s).

Due to the norm differentiability of (H(s) + i)~l and to the Riesz formula
[13,14]

P0J(s) ^.j (H(s)-z)-ldz (1.10)

where C, is a bounded contour surrounding o^(s), the P0j(s) are m0 times norm
differentiable. Due to

P0,n(s)=î-"Ï,Po,i(s) (LU)
1=1

also P0,n(s) is m0 times norm differentiable.
In Section III we will deal with the particular case n 2, o^s) {E0(s)},

where £0(s) is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of H(s) with eigenvector ipX)(s). In this
case P0,i(s) is a one dimensional projector.

II The adiabatic theorem

In this section we state the adiabatic theorem in the form as we will prove it
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in the appendix and perform the factorisation of U. To this end we first define
recursively for k 0, 1,..., ra0 — 1 and sufficiently small £ the self-adjoint
operators

n

Hk+1(s; e) Hk(s; e) + £ PkJ(s; s){ÌE3sPkJ(s; e) + [PkJ(s; e), H(s)]} (2.1)
7 1

with H0(s; e) H(s). The PkiJ(s; e) are the spectral projections corresponding to
the /'th piece of the spectrum of Hk. Actually the P0J do not depend on e. In the
appendix we will show for all k that the sum on the r.h.s. of (2.1) is bounded and
of order e and then by perturbation theory for small enough e the spectrum of
Hk(s; e) also consists of n disconnected pieces, going to the spectrum of H(s) as

£-*0.
We have now all the ingredients to formulate the Adiabatic Theorem:
The operator U(t, t0; e) has for k — 0, 1,... m0 — 1 the factorisation

U(t, t0; e) Ui(t, t0; E)Qk(t, t0; e) (2.2)

where Uk(t, t0; e) is the (unique) solution of

id,Ui(t, t0; e) {H0(£t) - Hk+l(£t; e) + Hk(£t; £)}UÎ(t, t0; e)

UAk(t0,t0-,£) i (2.3)

and (remember the abbreviation s Et, s0 £t0)

Pkrl(s; e) Ui(t, t0; £)Pk,j(s0; £)Uf*(t, t0; e) (2.4)

Furthermore, for k 0, 1, m0 — 2

sup \\&k(t, t0; e) - 111 < const e*+1. (2.5)
','0

Uo(t, t0; e) coincides with the adiabatic evolution of [6]. We therefore name Uk
the "adiabatic evolution of order k". From (2.5) it follows that for increasing k
the Uk approximate the Schrödinger evolution operator U better and better.

From (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) one can write an alternative form of the adiabatic
theorem:

\\PkJ(s; E)U(t, t0; e) - U(t, t0; £)PkJ(s0; e)|| <const £k+1

Families of orthogonal projections satisfying this inequality have been constructed
for the first time by Garrido [18] at the formal level and for H(s) with discrete
nondegenerate spectrum. At the rigorous level and for the general case the same
construction (used also for the proof of the adiabatic theorem given in the
appendix) has been rediscovered in [9]. The construction uses solutions of certain
differential equations and then H(s) enters nonlocally in s. The crucial point of
the construction given here is that the Pkij(s ; e) are constructed from H(s)
without solving any differential equation and depend only on H(s) and its
derivatives of order <& at the point s. In physical terms this means that the
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Pkj(s; e) depend only on the "dynamics" at time 5 and then they can be regarded
as generalised adiabatic invariants.

We will now exploit (2.4) to further factorise Uk. To this end we make use of
the theory of transformation functions which goes back to Daletsky and Krein
[15] and Kato [19]. The basic construction which will be used also in the proof of
the adiabatic theorem goes as follows:

Consider a continuously differentiable family of orthogonal projections
Q,(s), j l,2,...,n with

É Qj(s) 1 ; Qt(s)Qm(s) ô,,mQm(s).
/=i

A transformation function [13,14] for the Qj(s) is a family T(s, s0) of unitary
operators satisfying

Q;(s) T(s, s0)Qj(s0)T*(s, s0), T(s0,s0) i (2.6)

Lemma 1 [15,13,8]. If K(s) is defined by

K(s)=-itQj(s)3sQj(s) (2.7)
y=i

then

(i) K(s) is self-adjoint
(ii) Qj(s)K(s)Qj(s) 0 for j - 1,... n (2.8)
(iii) The (unique) solution of

idsA(s,s0) K(s)A(s,s0); A(s0, s0) 1 (2.9)

is a transformation function, i.e.

Qj(s) A(s, s0)Qj(s0)A*(s, s0) (2.10)

Suppose now that T and S are transformation functions for Qf. Then from (2.6) it
follows that [T*(s, s0)S(s, s0), Qj(s0)] 0, or put in other words

S(s,s0) T(s,s0)W(s,s0) with [W(s,so),QJ(sQ)] 0 (2.11)

Now (2.4) implies that Uk(s, sQ; e) is a transformation function for the Pk,j(s; e).
Let Ak(s, sQ; e) be the transformation function for the Pkj(s;e) constructed
according to Lemma 1 and let ®k(s, s{); e) be given by

$>k(s, sa; £)=Ak(s, s0; £)Uk(s, s0; e) (2.12)

which is equivalent to

Ut(s, sX); e) Ak(s, s0; £)®k(s, sQ; e). (2.13)

From (2.11) and (2.12) it follows that

[®k(s,Sv-,£),PkJ(so-,£)] 0. (2.14)
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Until now we have always carefully written out all the arguments of the operators in
detail. From now on for typographical convenience we will suppress these

arguments if no confusion can arise. In particular we will drop the argument e in
expressions like Uk(s, s0; e) nearly everywhere.

The differential equation for <&k(s, s0) can be found from (2.12), (2.3), (2.9)
and the definition of Ak in terms of the Pkj:

id,<S>k=A*k(H0-Hk+X + Hk + i 2 PkJdsPk^Ak<t>k

**(*<>, *o) 1 (2.15)

This can be simplified. Due to (2.14)

n

®k(s, s0) 2 PkJ(so)<i>k(s, s0)Pkj(so) (2.16)

Furthermore, due to (2.8) with (2.7) and (A.19)

id,PkJ(s0)®k(s, s0)Pkij(so)

PkJ(s0)A*k(s, s0)PkJ(s)H(s)PkJ(s)Ak(s, So)Pk,j(so)<i>k(s, sQ)Pkj(so) (2.17)

The main result of this section is contained in (2.13), (2.16) and (2.17): In order
to have Uk one constructs Ak from the PkJ according to Lemma 1 and solves the
differential equation for Q?k, in each subspace of Pkj(s^). The second step is trivial
in a one dimensional subspace. Actually, if k — 0 and P0,i is one dimensional,
then

<i><Ai <p<Ai

where cp0(s, s0) is a phasefactor given by the equation

id,cp0(£t, £t0) tTace{A^PQ:XHoPQAA^}cpQ

Eo(et)cpo(£t, eQ; <Po(et0, £tQ) 1

which has the solution

cpo(£t, et0) exp - il E0(et') dt' exp - He E0(s') ds' (2.18)
L Jt0 1 L 1S(I 1

The point of the factorisation (2.13) is that by construction the Pkj are
continuous for £—»0; thus also Ak is continuous for e—»0. This means that all the
singular e-behaviour of Uk is contained in <bk which in the nondegenerate case is

just a phase-factor.
We end this section by summing up the results for the simplest case we treat

in the next section: n 2 and k 0, and PQX corresponding to a nondegenerate
eigenvalue EQ (see also [8]) (we write all arguments out!):

U(s, sa; e) Uo (s, s0; e)Qo(s, sa; e) A0(s, s0)^>o(s, sQ; e)Q0(s, s0; e) (2.19)

<&o(s, sQ; e)Po,x(s0) cpo(s, sQ; e)Pq,i(s0) (2.20)
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with

cpo(s, s0; e) exp -ile \ Eo(s')ds'} (2.21)
•Ifs, -1

Using

- i 2 POJ(s)dsPo.j(s) i(1 - 2Po,x(s))dsPoAs) (2.22)
/=i

(2.23)

we have

idsAo(s, s(ì) i(1 - 2P0!l(s))(a,P(U(s))>lo(s, *o)
"

A0(s0, So) 1

A$(s, So)POA(s)Ao(s, So) Po,x(so) (2.24)

and

sup \\Qo(s, s0; e) - 111| < const e (2.25)

III. The Gell-Mann-Low Formulae

In this section we will apply our results to a piece of the spectrum, which
consists only of one (isolated) nondegenerate eigenvalue of H(s). For
convenience we suppress the index ; corresponding to the one-dimensional subspace
in question. We will only use the quantities of the lowest adiabatic approximation;

therefore we also can suppress the index k 0.

We thus have the eigenvalue E(s) with £(°°) E( — o°) È and the
one-dimensional projector P(s) with

p(œ) p(-œ) p (3.1)

where Ë and P are the eigenvalue and the projector of H.
The evolution operator in the interaction picture is given by (1.7). Since the

limit t0—* — °° does not exist for U(t, t0; e), m order to make use of the adiabatic
theorem we first compute Ut(t, t0; e)P and then take the limit f(,—» — œ. In the
following we conveniently suppress the dependence on e again. But remember that
s Et and s0= £t0.

Using the factorisation (2.19), the definition

Al(s,So) e""A(s, So)e-',fl

and the fact that

HP PH EP
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we have

U,(t, t0)P e-u°ÈA,(s, So)eitfl<S>(s, So)P + R(t, t0) (3.2)

Here

R(t, t0) e-u°Èeif"A(s, s0)^(s, s0)(Q(s, s0) - 11 )P (3.3)

with (due to (2.25))

sup \\R(t, t0)\\ ^ const e
Mo

Using (2.20) we have

e!'»<S>(s, s0)P e""<D(s, s0)P(so) + eitfl<S>(s, s0)(P - P(s0))

eitÈcp(s, So)P + e""(P(so) - P)cp(s, s0) + e""^(s, s0)(P - P(s0))

(3.4)

Inserting (3.4) into (3.2) and using (3.1) as well as (2.21) one gets:

U,(t, -oo)P A,(s, - oo)P exp| - i I (E(Et') - Ê) dt' + R(t,-«>) (3.5)

This is the adiabatic theorem in the interaction picture for a one dimensional
subspace.

For t 0 we get

U(0, -°°)P A(0, -<*>)Pexp[-//£ [ (E(s')-E)ds']+R(0,-oo) (3.6)

Note that A(0, — °°) does not depend on e so that (up to terms of order e coming
from R(0, —<*>)) all the dependence of U, on e is contained in an explicit form in
the phase.

o o o o o
Now let ip be a unit vector corresponding to P, i.e. Pip ip. Remembering

that ,4(0, -<*>)p P(0)A(0, -oo) it follows that

P(0)A(0, -o°)y A(0, -oo)Pip A(0, -°o)y
This means (because of the unitarity of A) that A(0, —<x>)ip is a unit vector
corresponding to P(0) and thus it is a normalised eigenvector of H(0).

Since

P(0)^ =,4(0, -cc)PA*(0, -<*>)ip (ip, A*(Q, -oo)^r)A(0, -<*>)$

(q, A(0, -™)y)A(0, -oo)^ (3.7)

one concludes that

(y,P(0)y) \(y,A(0, -°o)^)|2

We assume that (ip, P(0)ip)¥=0, which is equivalent to the condition ||P-
P(0)||<1.
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From (3.6) and (3.7) we then get

Ui(0, -oo; e)ip A(0, -o°)y P(0)^
lim

(ip, U,(0, -co; E)ip) (ip, A(0, -*>)ip) \(ip, P(0)ipW
P((i\1ll

(3.8)
\\P(0)ip\\2

This is the G-L result for the eigenvector of H(0); it has been derived here for
the general form (1.3) of the switching factor.

From (3.5) we have

r fst
(^, U,(t, -oo)^) ({p, A(s, -oo)^,) exp - i/e (E(s') - Ê) ds'

J — oo

+ (ip, R(t, -oo)^)

Here one can take the limit t—> °° and we obtain:

(ip, U,(<x>, —œ)ip) (ip, A(oo, -oo)^) exp -He j\E(s')-Ê)ds'}
+ (ip, P(°°, -co),/,) (3.9)

From P(o°)v4(°o, -œ) ^(oo, -oo)p(-oo) and (4.1) it follows that

P4(oo, -œ)=A(<*>, -oo)P

so that A(<*>, — oo)tJi is another unit vector corresponding to P and can differ from
ip only by a phase factor:

A(co, -œ)y e~ixip (3.10)

X is associated with switching on and off the interaction and is independent of e.

It is known as "Berry's phase" [4,5].
Taking the logarithm of (3.9) one obtains with (3.10) and (3.3)

- iE log (#, U,(cc, -»)#) (E(s') -Ê)ds' + £X + 0(£2) (3.11)
J oo

this is the G-L result for the phase; it has been derived here for the general form
(1.3) of the switching factor.

For the particular switching factor f(s) e-'5' one can proceed further. We
replace V by XV where A is a coupling constant. The hamiltonian H(s | A) and the
eigenvalue E(s | A) depend on s and A through the combination § Ae~N. Using

and

3SE= --^-Ae-|s|3eE
\s\

5
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we have

kdkE=--*-dsE
\s\

so that

A3A (E(s | A) - Ê) ds - — 9s£(s | A) <fa - 2(£(0 | A) - £)
J — 00 J — oo \S I

Together with (3.11) we have (writing also the dependence on e)

ikdx lim e log (V>, {/.(oo, -oo; £ | A)v>) 2(£(0 | A) - Ê)

This is the usual G-L result for the difference of the eigenvalues of H(0 | A) and
H.

Appendix

In this appendix we prove the adiabatic theorem. We first define H° by

H°(s,s0;£) H(s)

The spectral projection of H° corresponding to of we call P°(s, s0; e). Actually
H° and P° do not depend on s0 and e. We now define following (2.7)

K°(s, s0; e)=-i2 P%s, s0; e)3sP°(s, s0; e) (A.l)
/-i

K° is m0 — 1 times differentiable and also actually does not depend on s0 and e.

We then define (following (2.9)) M°(s, s0; e) by

idsM°(s,So;£) K0(s,s0;£)M0(s,So;£); M°(s0,s0; e) 11 (A.2)

M° actually does not depend on e. As a transformation function it has the
following crucial property (see (2.10)):

P%s, s0; e) M°(s, s0; e)P°(s0, s0; e)M°*(s, s0; e) (A.3)

We now define the family of self-adjoint operators

H\s, s0; e) M°*(s, s0; e)(H°(s, s0; e) - eK°(s, s0; e))M°(s, s0; e)

If e is sufficiently small, more exactly if

£sup||tf°(s)||<d/4,

by perturbation theory the spectrum of Hl still consists for all s of n disconnected
pieces oj(s, s0; e), separated by intervals of length > d/2. The corresponding
spectral projections we call Pj(s, s0; e).
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We can now repeat the whole construction starting from H1 instead of /7°.
One can continue this process defining H2, H3, Hm°. The reason is that if Hk
is constructed for k<mQ, then for

0 < e < ek W 2 sup \\K'(s, s„; e)\\) (A.4)
\/=n s /W=0 s

i-f^i rs rs, • *--\ iitÌ4-U 1 im *W*C i

(A.9)

its spectrum is still well separated in n pieces of(s, s0; e) with lime^0 ok(s, s0; e)
(rf(s) and moreover (Hk(s, sQ; e) + i)~l is differentiable for k < m0 — 1.

Starting with A: 0 and ending with /c m() — 1 we thus have:

n

Kk(s, so, e) - i 2 P*(s, *0; eRP*(*, *c>; e) (A.5)

idsMk(s, s0; e) Ä*(y, s„; e)M*(s, s0; <0; M*(.s0, s0; e) 1 (A.6)

tf*+1(s, s0; e) M**(s, s0; £)(#*(*, s0; e) - £#*(*, *0; e))Mk(s, s0; e) (A.7)

From these quantities we define the unitary operators Zk, Yk, Uk and Qk for
k 0, 1,. m0 — 1 via:

Z*(.s, s0; f) M°(s, 50; e)^1^, s0; e) • • • • Mk(s, sQ; e) (A.8)

i3,rfc(s, s0; e) Mk*(s, so, £)Hk(s, s0; e)Mk(s, s0; e)Fk(s, s0; e)

rk(s0, s0; e) 11

U^(s, s0; e) Zk(s, s0; e)rk(s, sQ; e) (A. 10)

Qk(s, s0; e) Ui*(s, s0; e)U(s, s0; e) (A.ll)
Uk is the k'th adiabatic approximation to the Schrödinger evolution operator U.

Having written out in the appendix all arguments up to now, we will suppress
them from now on in the spirit of the remark in section II.

We first show by induction, that

id,(Z*kU) Hk+1(Z*kU) (A. 12)

(A. 12) is certainly true for k 0, because

id,(ZW)
id,(M°*U) M°*(H° - eK°)U M°*(H° - eK1>)M0M°*U HXZ%U

We now assume that (A. 12) is true for k / — 1 and prove that it is true for
k l:

id,(ZfU) idt(M'*ZLiU) i(3,M'*)(Zf„xU) + M'*HlZf.xU
M'*(H' - £K')ZtxU M'*(H' - eK')M'Ml*Zf_xU Hl+l(ZfU)

From (A. 12) it follows that

i3,Zk (H-ZkHk+lZ*k)Zk (A.13)
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We can now prove by induction

Lemma 2

Hk Zk_xH Zt-\ 1

k | (A.14)
Pkj — Zk-\Pj Zk-X J

where Hk and PkJ have been defined in (2.1).

Proof. (A.14) is true for k 1, because

«

Z0HxZt M°HlM°* M(,M°*(//0 - eK°)M°M°* tf' + i 2 PfàPy tfi

as defined in (2.1). Note that H° H H0.
We now assume that (A.14) is true for k I and prove it for k I + 1:

Z,H'+iZf Z,M'*(Hl - eK')M'Zf =¦- Z,_x(Hl - eKl)Zf_x
n

H,- eZ,_xK'ZU H, + ìeZ,_x 2 P%dsP'i)ZU
i=i

H, + ie 2 P^Z^d^Zt,
;=i

H, + iE 2 P,j{d,Pi.j - {.d.Z,-l)P'jZ7-x - Z.^PfcZU)
7 1

tf + Ê PtA^sPtj -(H- Z^H'ZU^-.P'jZU
7 1

+ z,_,pfz;_,(/f - z,_,tfz,*.,)}

=tf,+i n/{"tf,p,j - (tf - ni)Pi.i+pun - tf)}
7=1

tf + É PiA'&Pij + lp'.i> tf]> tf/+i
7 1

In the calculation we have used (A.7), (A.8), (A.5) and (A.13).
With (A.14) we can write (A. 13) in the form

i9tZk (H-Hk+l)Zk (A. 15)

We now prove (2.3)

id,UAk (Ho - Hk+1 + Hk)UAk (A.16)

To this end we calculate

id,Ui i3,ZkTk i(3,Zk)Yk + Zki3,Tk

(H- Hk+x)ZkTk + ZkMk*HkMkYk

r(H - Hk+1)ZkTk + Zk_xHkMkZtZkT,

(H — Hk+x + Hk)ZkTk (H — Hk+X + Hk)Uk
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where we have used (A.13), (A.9) and (A.14).

Lemma 3

i3,Qk= -eT*kMk*KkMkTkQk (A.17)

To prove this we calculate

id,Qk i3,T*kZ*kU= - T*kMk*HkMkZ*kU + T*kHk+lZ*kU

where use has been made by (A.9) and (A.12). Using (A.10), (A.11) and (A.7)
we get

id,Qk (-T*kMk*HkMkTk + r*kHk+1Tk)Qk

T*k(-Mk*HkMk + Hk+1)TkQk - eT*kMk*KkMkYkÇlk.

We can now calculate, using (A.14), (A.7) and (A.8)
U rr *7 Tjk + \'7* <7 J-r^7*nk+i ~ nk — *<kn *<k £sk-\ti ^k-\

ZkMk*(Hk - eKk)MkZ*k - Zk^HkZ*k_x

Zk_x(H — eK )Zk_x — Zk-XH Zk_x —£Zk_xK Z*k_x (A.18)

and, using (A.18) together with (A.14), (A.5) and P(3SP)P 0

P*-i,/tf* — tft-i)P*-i,/= — ePk-X jZk_2K Zk-2Pk-ij
- £Zk^Pk-xKk-xPk-xZ*k^ i£Zk_2Pk-l(3sPk-l)Pk-xZ*k-2 0 (A.19)

In the following we have to write the arguments s0 and s explicitly, but we still
suppress e, which is kept fixed.

We can now calculate, using (2.10) for A Mk

Mk*(s, s0)Hk(s, s0)Mk(s, So)Pk(s0, s0) Mk*(s, s0)Hk(s, s0)Pk(s, s0)Mk(s, s0)

Mk*(s, s0)Pk(s, So)Hk(s, sQ)Mk(s, s0)

Pk(s0, So)Mk*(s, s0)Hk(s, s0)Mk(s, s0)

so that

[Mk*(s, s0)Hk(s, s0)Mk(s, so), Pk(s0, s0)] 0 (A.20)

Now, according to (A.9), Mk*HkMk is the generator for Tk(s, s0). Since Pk(s0, s0)
commutes with the generator, it also commutes with Tk(s, s0):

[Tk(s,So),Pk(so,so)]=0 (A.21)

We now prove (2.4). To this end we calculate

Ui(t, to)Pk(so, So) Zk(s, So)Tk(s, sQ)Pk(sQ, s0)

Zk(s, So)Pk(s0, s0)Tk(s, So) Zk^x(s, s0)Mk(s, sQ)Pk(s0, s0)Tk(s, s0)

Zk.x(s, So)Pk(s, So)Mk(s, s0)Tk(s, sQ)

Zk_x(s, s0)Pj(s, s0)ZÎ_x(s, So)Zk_x(s, s0)Mk(s, s0)Tk(s, s0)

PkJ(s)Zk(s, s0)Tk(s, so) Pk,j(s)Uf(t, to).

Now Pj(s0, s0) Pk,j(so), so that (2.4) follows at once.
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The following is the main (and only) estimate in the proof of the adiabatic
theorem.

Lemma 4. For each j 1, 2, ...,« — 1 let Cj be a contour (of finite length)
surrounding of such that

dist(Q, Oj) > d/2 for all I, j
Then there exist

0<bm,k(s)<™, k 0,l,...,mo; m l,...,m0-k
and

0^dm:k(s)<*>, k 0,l,...,mo; m 0, 1, m0-k
such that

Ç. + SX

supbm,k(s)z<LBm,k; bm,k(s)ds<BmJc<™ (A.22)
S J—oo

sup dm,k(s)<Dmk< oo (A.23)
s

and for 0 < e < £k as defined in (A.4)

max \\3TPk(s,So;e)\\^bm,k(s)ek (A.24)
/=1, ...n

sup \\37(Hk(s, *o; e)-z)-l\\^dm,k(s) (A.25)

n-1
where the supremum is taken with respect to all z e U C,-.

7 1

The proof of the lemma is by induction over A:. For k 0 (A.25) is almost
evident, using repeatedly (1.4) and the Leibniz rule. To verify (A.24) for
j — 1, ...,n — 1 one has to use (1.10) and take into account that the
differentiation with respect to s and the integral over z can be interchanged. For
P°n one has to use (1.11). The integrability of bm k(s) comes from the fact that all
terms appearing contain at least one derivative of f(s) as a factor.

Assume now that (A.22-A.25) are true for 0,1, k — 1. From

(A + B- z)~l ^(A- z)-\l + B(A - z)-1)-1 (A.26)

and (A.7) one gets:

(Hk - z)~l Mk-l(Hk~l - z)-\l - eKk-\Hk~x - z)"1)"^"1
From this, taking the derivatives and using (A.5) as well as the induction
hypothesis (A.25) follows.

Now, using (A.26) and (1.10) we have (suppressing the dependence on e in
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the arguments of the operators again!):

Pk(s,So)-Pk-\so,So)

ÛiMki*{s'So) $ dz<<Hk~X{s>s°> -2)"1^ - £K"~l(s> *<>) x

x (Hk-\s, so) - z)-1}-1Kk~x(s, So)(Hk~x(s, s0) - z)-xMk-x(s, s„) (A.27)

Differentiating (A.27) with respect to 5 one finds that all terms contain either
Kk~x or its derivatives and therefore by (A.5) the derivatives of Pf~x. From this
one obtains (A.24) by the induction hypothesis.

As a consequence of Lemma 4 and (A.5) we have the following inequalities:

+ oo

\\Kk(s, So)\\ ^ ekgk(s) with supgk(s) < Gk and gk(s) ds<Gk<™ (A.28)
S J—oo

To get an estimate for ||Q* — 111| we can convert (A.17) into the equivalent
integral equation and use the unitarity of Tk, Mk and Qk:

l|Q*(s, so) - 1|| s f \\Kk(s', So)\\ ds' < ekGk (A.29)

The last thing we have to do is to improve (A.29) so that (2.5) holds. We assume
that Q*+1 exists, i.e. that &<m() — 2. Then

||Q* - 11| s 110*+, - 11| + ||0*+1 - Q*|| s ||QA+1 - 11| + ||Q*+1Q** - 11|

(A.30)

We will now estimate the last term in (A.30) using (A.11).

\Qk + )Qk ~ 2 PkAso){UÎ+iUÎ* - i)PkJis0) (A.31)

With (2.4) we get for the off diagonal terms y =£ /:

\\Pk,,(so)UÎ+x(t, t0)UÎ*(t, to)Pk.j(so)\\

*\\PUs0)-pk+M\\
+ \\uî+1(t, to)pk+x,,(s)pkJ(s)ur(t, to)\\

< \\PkJ(s0) - Pk+hl(s0)\\ + \\Pk + ,.,(s) - Pk.,(s)\\ (A.32)

Now from (A. 18) and (A.28)

\\Hk+x(s) - Hk(s)\\ < ek+xgk(s) (A.33)

and then by perturbation theory [13]

max sup \\Pk+XJ(s) - Pk,,(s)|| < const ek + lGk (A.34)
7 s

We now treat the diagonal part. To this end we use (2.3) to derive the equation
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of motion for Uk+xUk*:

id,(UA+lUA*)) UA+x(Hk+2- Hk+X + Hk- Hk+x)UAk* (A.35)

and to write it in its integral form

UA+lUA* - D - i f UAk+x(Hk+2 -Hk+X + Hk- Hk+X)UA* dt'

This gives the estimate

\\pk,j(s0)(uA+1ur - i)p*>o)ii

< f \\PkJ(s0)UA+x(Hk+2-Hk+x + Hk-Hk+x)UA*PkJ(so)\\dt',

Now, using again (A.33), (A.34), (2.4) and (A.19) we get for the integrand

\\Pkßo)UA+x(Hk+2 - Hk+X + (Hk - Hk+x))UrPk,(so)\\

^\\PkJ(so)- Pk+XJ(s0)\\(\\Hk+2- Hk+X\\ + \\Hk-Hk+x\\)
+ \\UA+xPk+XJ(s')(Hk+2-Hk+x + (Hk-Hk+x))PkJ(s')UA*\\

< const g^s'^2 + \\PkJ(s')(Hk+2- Hk+x)Pkl(s')\\

< const ek+2 max {gk(s'), gk+x(s')} ek+2bk(s') (A.36)

so that

\\Pk.j(so)(UA+lUA* - nPk,i(s0)\\ s ek+2 f bk(ef) df < £*+1 f bk(s') ds'
Jt„ J-oo

(A.37)

(A.32), (A.34) and (A.37) show, that the norm of each term in the sum of (A.31)
is of order ek+x, uniformly in t and t0. This completes the proof.

One of us (G. N.) wishes to thank the Swiss National Foundation for financial
support during his stay in Zürich.
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